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Review of Existing Regulations and 
Mitigation Strategies
• Policy responses to EU Directives are comprehensive, 

but there are gaps in implementation.

• Individual nations and airports require their own 
responses and support.

• Lack of evaluation of Balanced Approach (BA) and 
communication and engagement activities.

• Stakeholder interests means that despite Land-Use 
Planning (LUP) there is still encroachment.



Assessing Existing Noise Reduction 
Strategies through ‘exemplar’ case studies
• Assessment of BA implementation at airports across 

Member States to address noise management challenges.
• Explore examples of BA actions and establish their 

contribution to reduce noise impact from the perspective 
of airports, local/national authorities and local 
communities. 
• Understanding motivations, decisions and implementation.

• Understanding effectiveness.

• The role of stakeholder engagement and consultation.

• The extent to which outcomes resulted in measurable and 
perceived airport and community benefits.



• Amsterdam Schiphol (The 
Netherlands)

• Barcelona El Prat (Spain)

• Catania (Italy)

• Cluj-Napoca Avram Iancu

(Romania)
• Frankfurt (Germany)

• Helsinki (Finland)

• Iasi (Romania)

• Kiev (Ukraine) 

• Ljubljana (Slovenia)
• London Heathrow (UK)

• Stockholm-Arlanda (Sweden)

• Vienna (Austria)

• ACNUSA

Case Study Airports



Assessing Existing Noise Reduction 
Strategies through ‘exemplar’ case studies
• Universal ‘Best Practice’ solutions likely do not exist.
• Rather, ‘Best Practice’ can be seen as the decision making 

process that helps airports to identify what ‘effective 
practice’ is for their own circumstances.

• Community engagement can help reach consensus on 
desired outcomes and is an essential part of the process.

• A wider view on outcomes may be beneficial (acceptability, 
impact on attitudes, impact on annoyance, NAFs).

• LUP holds great potential for fast growing airports.



Viable

Feasible Desirable

Successful noise management 
actions must be:

• All of these are 
highly subjective 
according to local 
factors. 

• In other words… 
best practice noise 
management 
actions do not 
exist.



PROCESS

IDENTIFICATION A problem needs to be solved or an 
opportunity has been presented.

DISCOVERY Learning as much as possible about the 
problem (including quantitative and
qualitative information, i.e. non-acoustic 
factors).

DEFINING Use the information collected to redefine 
the problem that needs solving, i.e. with a 
targeted outcome.

DESIGN Develop ways to implement change that 
solves the problem ideally involving all 
stakeholders (including community voices).

DELIVERY Assess the potential options and implement 
the one that is most appropriate. Evaluate 
and continue engaging over time.



PRINCIPLES
• There are a range of core principles that underpin effective practice. For 

example:
• Safety first.
• Targeted outcomes based on comprehensive data.
• Considering the needs of a wide range of stakeholders, via two-way 

dialogues.
• Evaluating impact across a spectrum of indicators, including beyond 

traditional aggregated noise metrics.
• Considering interdependencies (air quality, carbon).

• Some of these may be universal (safety) some may be local (geography, 
legislation, location of populations).

• Identifying your own principles (and communicating them through your 
noise action plans) can help to ensure that your interventions are 
consistent and successful. 



Communication and Engagement
• Has the potential to enhance the capacity of the airport to 

design and deliver successful noise management actions.
• Understanding citizen needs (what matters to them, 

what are they fearful of, what useful information do 
they have to offer?).

• It is an intervention in its own right.
• Non-acoustic factors play a key role in the response to 

noise.
• These can be addressed directly through engagement.
• The very act of engaging with people can help people 

feel involved in the process.



It’s not just about
Doing the right thing.

It’s about
Doing the thing right.



What’s next?
Airport Exemplification Case Studies
• Airport exemplification case studies to apply our findings in new 

contexts and to foster knowledge exchange by informing the 
ANIMA Best Practice Portal.

• Working with airports to understand challenges:
• Cluj – Interdependencies. 

• Heathrow - Managing the consequences of an operational change.

• Iasi – Land use planning and encroachment.  

• Ljubljana – consultation and engagement.  

• Rotterdam – Designing and implementing a new operational procedure.

• Zaporizhzhya - Land-Use Planning and zoning.



CEE Airports- ANIMA lesson learned.
• CEE Airports are experts at managing noise in their region, but they face their own 

unique challenges:

• Rapid growth - noise problems can mobilize quickly.

• Competition with economic development (and difficulties regarding LUP).

• No ‘copy-out’ solutions via universal ‘Best Practice’.

• Need to learn the ‘process’ of best practice – in which communication and 
engagement with communities is centrally important.

• Need to move beyond Lden.

• CEE Airports have a fantastic opportunity to not make the mistakes of larger 
airports.

• Working with, and learning, from experienced airports to understand their 
successes and failures is key.

• Airports such as Heathrow and Schiphol, via ANIMA, have helped in this 
regard.

• The ANIMA Best Practice Portal (next session) help to guide you.



Would you like to know more?

Dr. Graeme Heyes
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The session objectives

• To present best practice portal 
Beta version content.

• To present Noise management 
toolset utilities Beta version.

• To Collect feedback (starting 
the journey airports & policy 
makers-local authorities) for 
the final version 



Consolidating all the content to identify Best practices and priorities

Critical
reviews of 

noise 
impact and 
annoyance

Evaluation of 
noise 

management
interventions

Assessing noise impact and related 
management practices





From the existing practices 
and knowledges, there is a 
lack of information of basic 

concepts like “how the 
airports work”,  “what a 

noise footprint is and 
means”, “the different noise 
and annoyance indicators”…  

Understanding 
airport noise 

and its 
underlying 
concepts

From the different case 
studies evaluated, ANIMA 

has prepared an structured  
and detailed information 

about the existing ones and 
the exemplification following 

ANIMA main findings 

Advice on a 
specific issue

From the evaluation of noise 
management interventions, 

ANIMA has elaborated a 
dynamically-tailored process 
that will help stakeholders to 
understand and implement 
the best practices for them

ANIMA 
Methodology

The 3 challenges of the Portal



Airport noise: Basic concepts

• Who is who
• Where to complain
• Where to find noise and track info
• Airport operation: Configurations

Noise contours and footprints

• Introduction and Methodology 
• Noise management toolset. Public version

Noise concepts

• Introduction and noise indicators
• Different sources of noise from the airport
• Aircraft families & noise

Legislation

• Noise: Environmental Noise Directive
• Aviation: EU Regulation 2014/598
• Environmental Impact Assessment
• Land use planning

Understanding airport noise and its underlying 
concepts

Noise Impacts (health)

• Sleep disturbances. Virtual community tool.
• Annoyance
• Cardiovascular Disease
• Mental Health and Wellbeing/Cognitive impairment
• Indicators

Noise annoyance management

• General approach to reductions in noise exposure
• New approach mitigating noise impact

Noise coordination research

• Global & European coordination
• Roadmap for aviation noise reduction

ANIMA & other  Scientific publications 

• Noise policy and BA implementation
• Interdependencies
• Noise management
• Noise health impact
• Community engagement, urban design to minimise noise,…



Noise Management Options/Interventions.
• Reduction of overall noise footprint
• Change in the spatial distribution of the noise footprint
• Change in the temporal distribution of noise 
• Protect people from noise exposure
• Directly addressing those non-acoustic factors known to exacerbate immediate impacts such 

as annoyance and sleep disturbance

Synergies with other sectors

Interdependencies

Indicators to alert about the necessity of a noise management intervention

Advise on a specific issue



People oriented portal
Local 

communities & 
General public

Policy makers

Researchers –
Industry & 
Academia

Airports



Getting your feedback



1. The most relevant topic in the portal?

o How other airports manage noise problems
o How a noise intervention should be implemented at your airport
o Info about airports, noise, what a noise contour means, etc.

2. Which information from the first part of the portal “understanding airport noise 
and its underlying concepts” is more useful for you?

o Airport noise concepts: who is who, where to complain, where to find 
information etc. 

o Noise concepts: airport noise indicators, noise footprints, noise toolset
o Noise health impacts 
o Noise annoyance management

3. Which information from the third part “advice on a specific issue” is more useful?

o Reasons for a specific intervention
o Involved stakeholders 
o Regulation details
o Other noise measures already implemented
o Background of an airport
o Intervention gaps and lessons learned

4. What is missing for a full overview?
o Regulation analysis and recommendations: LUP, Noise and EIA
o Full analysis of interdependencies to engage carbon-neutral plans and noise
o Interventions implemented in different airports in Europe

Getting your feedback

OPEN ANSWER: 
What would you expect from a Best 
Practice Portal for airport noise 
management?





Versions of the Toolset

Public Toolset

Noise Management Toolset

Best Practice Portal

Information on
Airport Noise
Management 

practices

Illustrate the concepts
explained in the BPP

Clone scenario 1 to 2 and 
change number of operations. 
Recalculate and show results

ANIMA website

ü Publically available

Limited interactivity

Virtual airport

ü

ü

Noise Management Toolset

Apply the concepts
developed in ANIMA 

ü Access after registration

Full interactivity

„Your“ airport

ü

ü



Public Toolset

1. Know the operation of the airport (Ex. West or East configuration with its own 
tracks, per day or per night) 

2. Know the official Noise footprint of the airport (One year operation average)
3. Know a day with full configuration (Ex. East or West)
4. Know the effect in the noise contour: Increase/decrease the traffic in different 

quantities (Max capacity, -20%, -40%)
5. Know the noise levels with less traffic (-20%) in the full configuration (Mix 3&4)
6. Know the effect in the noise contour: Split into 2 existing tracks
7. Know the effect in the noise contour: Change the traffic to another existing track
8. Know the effect in the noise contour: Change groups of aircrafts (2030/2050) 
9. Know the effect in the noise contour: Change weather conditions
10.Know the effect in the noise contour: Change dispersions
11.Know Lmax in different points
12.Know all the different kinds of noise from the airport (Military aircrafts/Helicopters)

Envisaged list of concepts to be explained



Public Toolset

Example: Know a day with full configuration (Ex. East or West)

The Best Practice Portal will explain why an airport will have several configurations of 
runway usage. There will be a link to the Public Toolset to illustrate this concept.

https://anima.anotec.es:7443/dev/v2/?icao=aga1&scenario=42-43
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Public Toolset

1. Know the operation of the airport (Ex. West or East configuration with its own 
tracks, per day or per night) 

2. Know the official Noise footprint of the airport (One year operation average)
3. Know a day with full configuration (Ex. East or West)
4. Know the effect in the noise contour: Increase/decrease the traffic in different 

quantities (Max capacity, -20%, -40%)
5. Know the noise levels with less traffic (-20%) in the full configuration (Mix 3&4)
6. Know the effect in the noise contour: Split into 2 existing tracks
7. Know the effect in the noise contour: Change the traffic to another existing track
8. Know the effect in the noise contour: Change groups of aircrafts (2030/2050) 
9. Know the effect in the noise contour: Change weather conditions
10.Know the effect in the noise contour: Change dispersions
11.Know Lmax in different points
12.Know all the different kinds of noise from the airport (Military aircrafts/Helicopters)

Envisaged list of concepts to be explained
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Public Toolset

ANIMA WP2 webinar, 28th of September 2020

Example: Know the effect in the noise contour: Change the traffic to another existing track

The Best Practice Portal will explain what will happen when operations will be shifted from 
one track to another. There will be a link to the Public Toolset to illustrate this concept.

https://anima.anotec.es:7443/dev/v2/?icao=aga1&scenario=42-41


Noise Management Toolset

Main differences with the Public toolset:
- Access after registration

- Target users: Professionals
• Airports, policymakers, land use planners, etc.

- Access to your own airport (setup of database done by ANOTEC)

- Create your own scenarios and see the result in noise impact

Important note: This Toolset is NOT intended to replace tools like INM etc.



• A scenario is a dataset that represents a certain (noise) situation at an airport
• Examples
• Noise contours for the yearly operations with the airport in the West configuration
• Noise contours for the maximum number of operations expected

• A scenario consists of a certain combination of the single events stored in the database
• Each single event is defined by
• Aircraft type
• Type of operation: Arrival or Departure
• Vertical flight procedure („Profile“) 
• Distance flown (indicator for the weight at take-off)
• Runway
• Track

• To define a scenario the following is required 
• Number of operations of each single event
• Time of these operations (exact local time or period (Day, Ev., Night))

• A scenario can be created:
• Cloning an existing scenario and change the relevant parameters to reflect the new scenario
• From scratch: By uploading operations files (generated by e.g. INM) or manually

What is a scenario?



Noise Management Toolset

Example: Budapest Airport

https://anima.anotec.es:7443/dev/v2/?icao=lhbp


1. Is any of these tools useful?

o To Know the airport data used to calculate the noise footprints (where are the 
flight paths and when are they used, predominant configurations of the 
airport).

o To know how the official noise footprint was calculated, fleet, configurations
o To know the noise footprint of an airport per each configuration by 100% 

(How would be the noise footprint for one full day on each particular 
configuration)

2. Which of these functions of the Noise toolset is more useful?

o To calculate a noise footprint with max capacity, -20% and -40% of max 
capacity

o To calculate a noise footprint when you split the traffic from one track into two 
preestablished tracks

o To calculate a noise footprint using other preestablished track
o None of them

3. Which of these functions of the Noise toolset is more useful?

o To calculate a noise footprint for new families (change into current 
technologies and change into future technologies).

o To calculate a noise footprint when you implement new precision systems on 
tracks (avoid dispersions)

o None of them

Getting your feedback

OPEN ANSWER: 
What would you expect from a Noise 
management toolset?



Thank you!



10 minutes
Break
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Interdependencies in the Airport 
Context : 

ANIMA lessons learned

Dr Delia Dimitriu

MMU



From noise to emissions
The significance of interdependencies
Considering interdependencies or trade-offs of the proposed action(s) and/or 
alternatives is important when using results to inform decision making, or conducting 
an environmental assessment, to avoid, where possible, any unintended consequences.

ANIMA study - considering interdependencies associated to change(s) at the local 
airport level

The identified research questions & anticipated outcome
- Can ANIMA research contribute to a better understanding and added knowledge to 

the concept of interdependencies?
- Are there additional metrics and tools to help the implementation process?

Partners involved: NLR& MMU & ANOTEC



Methodology
Airport survey (current practices)

• Evidence of the importance of interdependencies to the development and 
implementation of Balanced Approach (BA) interventions

• Examples of metrics and tools used to assess interdependencies
• How interdependency assessment outcomes informed decision-making
• Stakeholder pressure to consider interdependencies
• Reaching consensus on environmental outcomes – how decisions are made in 

the light of potentially competing priorities
5 airports out of 13 case-studies

Academic study
• provides a systematic literature review 
• briefly tackles policy review which supplements the airport survey

Catania Airport case study
• a mix methodology to collect airport data



Interdependencies in the airport 
context
Stakeholders involved…
Operational procedures

Findings

-noise and emissions are 
frequently considered 
independently and not in a 
holistic way



Tools
AEDT— Aviation Environmental Design Tool 
(Federal Aviation Administration)
EDMS— Emissions and Dispersion 
Modelling System (Federal Aviation 
Administration)
FRIDA (University Roma Tre)
IMPACT (EUROCONTROL)
INM— Integrated Noise Model (Federal 
Aviation Administration)
ISOBELLA (National Aviation University, 
Ukraine)
LEAS-iT (Royal Netherlands Aerospace 
Centre)
POLEMICA (National Aviation University, 
Ukraine)
SONDEO (ANOTEC Engineering)
SONDEO/EM (ANOTEC Engineering)
STAPES— System for Airport Noise Exposure 
Studies (EUROCONTROL)
TUNA (Royal Netherlands Aerospace Centre

ANIMA, D2.7, 2020

*Used for noise OR emissions
**Used for noise AND emissions



Catania airport case study
Case study objectives
§ conduct research using real airport data
§ involve ANIMA partners tools 
§ explore a ‘learning by doing’ exercise
§ contribute to the Best Practice Portal 

ANOTEC case- study
ANOTEC analysis aimed at providing insight in the day-to-day variations in noise and 
emissions that occur while operating a single city-pair by a single operator; develop a 
methodology 

NLR study
NLR analysis of the Catania data was to investigate the potential for a trade-off 
between noise and emissions of four departure procedures

Catania-Fontanarosssa Airport, Google maps-Dec’18



Results (1)

The importance of  real/correct data. ANOTEC illustration of data problems with the departure profile, Feb 2019 

Ø To demonstrate the capabilities of the tool chain, an assessment has been worked out in more 
details- SONDEO/ SONDEO-EM

Noise and emissions were calculated both, but with different models. This illustrates there are still 
limitations in current tools to address both noise and emissions in an integrated way and to assess 
interdependencies.

Noise contours, calculated for the updated dataset from the ANOTEC receiver for two 
different aircraft (B738, A319)



Results (2)

Examples of four NADP procedures (NLR, 
March 2019)

NLR analysis was to demonstrate trade-off 
potential.
Profiles: calculate flight profiles (speed, altitude, 
thrust as function of distance) for four different 
ANP procedures, and compare these to the 
average profile in the Catania dataset 
Methodology: describe the applied methodology 
for assessing noise and emissions

Results: present and discuss the noise and 
emissions results. The impact of procedure choice 
on noise and emissions is investigated and 
presented as trade-off. The idea is to provide the 
airport with an example of a choice between 
possible procedures 
Noise modelling has been calculated using INM 
software
a 45 dB contour at Catania corresponds to 55 dB 
contour at an airport with tenfold traffic.
CO2 and NOx emissions were calculated along the 
flight paths for each of the considered profiles.

The chosen NADP profiles have 
different cutback and acceleration 
altitudes, and therefore the NADP 
profiles show different altitudes and 
speeds at the same time instance and 
distance from airports



Gaps identified
Interdependencies not in focus. Information fragmented. Need to be brought together 
to inform stakeholders on interdependencies potential



ANIMA contribution

Additional knowledge to understanding 
interdependencies 

• describe interdependencies as a powerful 
‘information package’

• to be used as an instrument to inform 
policy makers before taking an action of 
changes in operations

• Need to design a consolidated case of any 
intervention, and involve actively all 
stakeholders who may benefit or will be 
impacted by that intervention. 

Lesson Learned

• Aviation noise and emissions Trade-offs,, 
seem not to be in focus

Remaining questions:

- To what extent are airports under pressure 
to deliver on a suite of potentially competing 
environmental agendas –

- Is  there sufficient knowledge/ 
understanding on interdependencies 
available at airports? 

- Are the current tools for interdependency 
studies adequate and available to airports?

- What role does the regulatory approach 
play on the environmental guidelines, 
standards and limits related to 
interdependency and trade-off studies? 



Further work
Preliminary results are being tested in a task dedicated to 
Airport exemplifications case-study

Ø Cluj International Airport case-study



Thank you for your attention!

Questions?

Dr. Delia Dimitriu – d.dimitriu@mmu.ac.uk

mailto:d.dimitriu@mmu.ac.uk


An investigation of interdependencies
at Cluj-Napoca “Avram Iancu” Airport

Presenter
Narcisa BURTEA (Scientific Researcher)
Romanian Research & Development 
Institute for Gas Turbines COMOTI  
Acoustics and Vibration Laboratory
Bucharest, ROMANIA



LCRL CLUJ NAPOCA “Avram 
Iancu” Airport

100 Climate Neutral Cities 
(2030, Horizon Europe Missions – Climate 

Neutral and Smart Cities)

Location: 
N-W Romania 

Rapidly growing 
airport (predicted 

air traffic 
increase*)

Airport aim:
Develop and maintain 
a good relation with 

its neighbours 

Main Environmental 
concerns

Noise, Emissions, Air 
Quality



Aim of 
the study

• Perform	an	analysis	regarding	
interdependencies	(noise	and	emissions)	and	
their	impact	on	Cluj-Napoca	city

• Interdependencies	analysed	for	NADP1*	and	
NADP2*

240 m
900 m

*NADP = Noise Abatement 
Departure Procedure



Input data – AIP ROMANIA (AD 1.1-3)

Ø Initial	climb	speed	to	Noise	Abatement	Initiation	Point ≧	
V2+10 kt (20km/h)

Ø NADP limits (240m – 900m) 

“The noise abatement procedure is not to be initiated at less than 800 ft 
(240m) above aerodrome elevation.”

“at 3000 ft (900 m) above aerodrome elevation, accelerate to en-route 
climb speed.”/	“On reaching 3000 ft (900 m) above aerodrome 

elevation, transition to normal en-route climb speed.”

Ø At	or	above	800ft	(240m)	altitude	above	AD	ELEV	- Adjust	&	
maintain	engine	power/	thrust	in	accordance	with	the	aircraft	
operating	manual	&	maintain	climb	speed	of	V2+10 to 20 kt (20 to 
40 km/h) with flaps in take-off configuration

Ø At	no	more	than	3000ft (900m) equivalent altitude above AD ELEV 
– Maintain positive rate of climb & accelerate & retract flaps/ slats

Ø At	3000ft	(900m)	above	AD	ELEV – accelerate	to	en-route	climb	
speed

*AIP = Aeronautical Information 
Publication



Input data –airline data
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NADP 1 vs NADP 2 profiles – airline data

25_Takeoff_01Feb20
- NADP 1

25_Takeoff_22Feb20
- NADP 1

25_Takeoff_23Feb20
- NADP 1

25_Takeoff_26Feb20
- NADP 1

Ø2	overall	data	sets	for	NADP	
Ø February,	2020:	5	real	flight	data	sets	for	NADP1	
Ø July,	2020:	5	real	flight	data	sets	for	NADP2

ØAircraft	type	– B737-8K5
ØEngine	type	– CFM56	– 7B26/3	
ØWind	characteristics	– data	from	February,	2020



Noise Contours
NADP1

Noise Contours
NADP2

Uniform population 
distribution

(Cluj-Napoca 
residents) 

&

Lday noise indicator 
(12 hrs interval)



NADP1 vs. NADP2
• For noise contours ≤ 35 dB(A), NADP2 is better than NADP1 (residents farther from the airport)

• For noise contours ≥ 35 dB(A), NADP1 is better than NADP2 (residents close to the airport)



Fuel consumption - emissions 
comparison
NADP
TYPE

Fuel at 
3000 ft

CO2 at  
3000 ft

Fuel at 5 
NM from
start of 

roll

CO2 at 5 
NM from 
start of 

roll

NOx
3000 ft

CO
3000 ft

NADP1 +1.1 % +1.1 % + 9.3% +9.3 %
NADP2 +1.7  % + 1.8 %
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Fuel at 3000 ft CO2 at  3000 ft Fuel at 5 Nm
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roll

CO2 at 5 Nm
from start of
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Fuel and emissions for NADP1 and NADP2

NADP1 NADP2



Emission 
values 
(CO)

NADP1

NADP2

CO emission at the level of residents CO dispersion at the level of the airport



Comparison between 
NADP1 and NADP2 
using the number of 
people exposed to CO

• NADP1 exposes less people at 
CO, in the case when particles 
belong to the following intervals: 
• < 0.1 [ng/m3];
• 1 – 1.5 [ng/m3];
• > 1.5 [ng/m3].

• NADP2 exposes less people at 
CO, in the case when particles 
belong to the following intervals 
: 
• 0.1 – 0.5 [ng/m3];
• 0.5 – 1 [ng/m3].

137031

182966

9427
1660 211

139854

179980

9138
1920 403

-15000

5000

25000

45000

65000

85000

105000

125000

145000

165000

185000

<0.1 0.1 - 0.5 0.5 - 1 1 - 1.5 >1.5

CO (ng/m³)

NADP 1 NADP 2

CO	(ng/m³) <0.1 0.1	- 0.5 0.5	- 1 1	- 1.5 >1.5

Inhabitants
NADP	1 137031 182966 9427 1660 211
NADP	2 139854 179980 9138 1920 403



Emission 
values 
(NOx)

NADP1

NADP2

NOx emission at the level of residents NOx dispersion at the level of the airport



Comparison between 
NADP1 and NADP2 
using the number of 
people exposed to NOx

• NADP1 exposes less people at 
NOx, in the case when particles 
belong to the following intervals: 
• < 0.01 [µg/m³];
• 0.1 – 0.15 [µg/m³];
• > 0.15 [µg/m³].

• NADP2 exposes less people at 
NOx, in the case when particles 
belong to the following intervals 
: 
• 0.01 – 0.05 [µg/m³];
• 0.05 – 0.1 [µg/m³].

NOx	/	1h (µg/m³) <0.01 0.01	- 0.05 0.05	- 0.1 0.1	- 0.15 >0.15

InhabitantsNADP	1 156771 166153 7196 1165 10

NADP	2 159937 162600 7170 1462 126
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1165 10

159937 162600
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Conclusions
NADP1 exposes less people
to higher levels of noise
than NADP2.

In terms of emissions,
NADP2 showed better
results than NADP1.
However, it is usually
difficult to properly
determine the differences
between emissions from
NADP1 and NADP2 (in most
cases, there are similar
results), more data being
necessary in order to draw
an adequate conclusion.

Important	observations!

1. NADP1	may	imply	higher	fuel	consumption	(for	the	airline);	
2. NADP	procedures	are	relatively	new,	therefore	more	training	for	pilots	

and	ATCOs	is	needed.
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Thank you for your 
attention!
Questions?

Presenter
Narcisa BURTEA (Scientific Researcher)
Romanian Research & Development Institute 
for Gas Turbines COMOTI  
Acoustics and Vibration Laboratory
Bucharest, ROMANIA

Source: https://encrypted-tbn0.gstatic.com/images?q=tbn%3AANd9GcTNCH2_4rRzPZ9dl1Ly7jdoKsf3Rd2Z_645Aw&usqp=CAU

Source: https://www.built-environment-networking.com/content/uploads/2019/03/airport-cities-digital-tech-hub-edinburgh.png
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Environmental Challenges
Dipl. Eng.Ana-Maria Crețu – Chief of Investment Office         Univ. Prof. Ph.D. Eng. Adrian Pîslă
Cluj Avram Iancu International Airport Department of Design Engineering & Robotics - Technical University in Cluj-
Napoca



Cluj-Napoca- an Airport  City 
Location: • North-western part of Romania, in the middle region of Transylvania

• Ideally located at 10 km East from city centre of Cluj-Napoca
• Offers fast access for all travellers by plane, road & rail

Population: • Cluj-Napoca population 408.000 2020 in urban area plus usually
100.000 students and the same amount from the metropolitan area
leading to 500.000.

• Transylvania region counts for about 7.000.000 inhabitants, over
35% of the Romania population.

Major activities: • IT, Healthcare, Financial services, Real estate, Robotics & Logistics,
Pharmaceuticals, Food processing, Textiles.

• Only IT companies reach the number of 1235, from the total of over
38.600 active ones.

Academic 
center:

• 6 public and 4 private universities, with about 100,000 students
annually, 4-5% international students
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Expanded catchment area - more than 4 million people within 200 km
Ø 1 million people can reach the airport within 1 hour driving
Ø the size and location of Cluj International Airport, classifies it as the main airport in Transylvania
Ø located at 10 km from the „The heart of Transylvania”



CLJ Airport Basic Information 
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• Modern infrastructure
• new Aircraft aprons – 2017 and 2018
• new Runway inaugurated in 2013
• new Taxiways
• new Passenger terminals inaugurated in 2008-

2009

• Direct destinations and connections to the

whole world
• 42 scheduled destinations to 19 countries from

Europe and the Middle East
• 12 charter flights to the most popular travel

destinations

42 
SCHEDULED
DESTINATIONS

1ST REGIONAL  
AIRPORT IN 
ROMANIA

FLIGHTS TO
19 COUNTRIES

2,921,392 PAX
(2019)
(+5%)

2,782,127 PAX
(2018)



CLJ Airport History Key Dates
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CLJ Traffic Growth
CLJ Airport passenger evolution traffic 1996-2019
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CLJ Airport Movements evolutions 2014 - 2019
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Economic Impact of Cluj-Napoca Airport
Cluj 

Internationa
l Airport 

Cluj-
Napoca 

City

The 2nd airport of Romania The 2nd business center of 
Romania

Airport infrastructure 
development and cargo facilities

Increased number of invested 
foreign capital and increased trade

Increased number of destinations 
and new air operators

Increased number of 
job opportunities, increased 
tourism and foreign students

DEVELOPMENT

EFFECT

CONSEQUENCES
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CLJ Operational Features

• inaugurated in October 2013
• north of the old runway, now

taxiway
• orientation: 07/25
• length: 2,040 m
• width: 45 m, and 7.5 m shoulders
• pavement classification (PCN):

114/R/B/W/T
• category 1 approach lighting system

from 07

• Apron 1 – 9 parking standsbut only 3 are category C

• Apron 2 – 8 parking stands category C
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CLJ Airport Capacity

• 7 gates + 2 new gates in 2018

• VIP lounge, commercial gallery

• Three levels and 24 check-in counters;

• Two processing passenger streams: domestic and 
international (non-Schengen and Schengen);

• Processing capacity: 2.4 million passengers per year and 
750 passengers per peak hour

• Total area: 15,308 square meters;

• Three levels, three baggage belts

• VIP lounge, commercial gallery

• Two processing passenger streams: domestic and 
international (non-Schengen and Schengen)

• Processing capacity: two million passengers per year 
and 750 passengers per peak hour

• Total area: 10,812 square meters
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Strategic Decisions and Investment
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Ø Aircraft aprons and related handling surfaces 
Ø Modernization Departures Terminal - Hold Room International Flights – two new boarding gates
Ø Obtained funding through European Structural Funds for:

§ construction of a new taxiway parallel to the runway – project that aims to support the airport's
goal of achieving Zero pollution,

§ firefighting equipment respecting euro 6 pollution norms
§ security Equipments respecting low radiation norm.

Ø Started the procedure to obtain the Level 1 of the Airport Carbon Accreditation programme

Ø The Airport Board of directors have required the handling companies to have electric equipment 

Ø Replacing the illumination system existing in the Airport area (both airport infrastructure and 
buildings), with LED. Additionally, the new taxiway parallel to the runway will be equipped with LED 
system



Level 1 of Airport Carbon Accreditation
Programe
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Airport Carbon Accreditation a common framework for active carbon management with measurable
goal-posts. Almost 200 airports from 24 European countries have committed to net-zero carbon
emissions by 2050, as part of an ACI Europe initiative.

The main challenges for regional airports are political support and public awareness, financing,
increased costs, limited power to deal with customers and stakeholders, and…. competition.

1. The Cluj-Napoca Airport has completed the file provided by ACI Europe, collecting the data on
carbon emissions from the airport perimeter;

2. Actions were initiated for an ACI accredited consultant, in order to validate the airport collected
data and assist the accreditation process.



Noise Management
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Ø The Airport has produced the required noise mapping and the Action Plan
regarding the noise management, according to the national legislation.

Ø An agreement has been signed with COMOTI in order to monitor the noise in 
the airport area.

Ø Noise complaints are considered and engagement with community is one 
important objective!



Quality of Life - ANIMA study
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Preliminary	results:

- Period	of	data	collecting:		1st	of Sept- 30th	of Oct	200
- Aprox	500 collected	questionnaires	using	the	on-line	method

How is it performed?
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Modernization of aprons, taxiways and land-side
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Intermodal Infrastructure
1. Freight lories direct access from the DN1C – national road connecting Cluj-Napoca with the NW border
2. Public transport connection: trolleybus urban lines 5 and 8, metropolitan lines M41 to , M42,M43 and M44
3. The objective is to elaborate an intermodal transport to serve the Cluj-Napoca International Airport by

ensuring the interconnectivity with the railway network. There are 270m between airport and the railway
connection accessing the rail highways



Conclusions
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Cluj Napoca Airport is a city airport, combining investment in transport and airside
infrastructure with innovations that lead to a carbon neutral airport
The Airport is aiming to gather best practices on low carbon that will influence the
decarbonisation agenda in the region
The quality of life and health of the Cluj County residences will be positively affected



www.airportcluj.ro

Thank you for your attention!

Anamaria Cretu: anamaria.cretu@airportcluj.ro
Adrian Pisla: Adrian.Pisla@muri.utcluj.ro



Airports’ Environmental Challenges
UKRAINE

KONOVALOVA Olena
PhD in technical sciences, Associate professor

National Aviation University

ZAPOROZHETS Oleksandr
Doctor of technical sciences, Head of Research Center for Airport Environmental Problems 

National Aviation University



Map of Ukrainian airports
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Passenger traffic - 2019



Environmental challenges

Ø Environmental Impact Assessment- a must!

Ø Noise and emissions, including local air quality are considered 
by all airports, but noise aspects remain a local priority. 

Ø Linked to sustainability and impacts of climate change.

Ø Carbon Emissions linked to climate change are
a national priority

Ukrainian aviation sector is a powerful sector, and
representatives from National Aviation University are
members of ICAO-CAEP, contributing to shaping
aviation policy world-wide



National Regulations for noise management
Air Code of Ukraine

Section X “Protection of Environment”
protection of environment and residents from noise generated 
during aircraft operations

Law of Ukraine "On Environmental Impact Assessment“
(the "EIA Law")

The environmental impact assessment (EIA) is mandatory in the 
process of decision-making on carrying out the proposed activity

Ukrainian Aviation Rules “Requirements for operators 
related to noise zoning of the airport vicinity” AR-381 

airports to be responsible for the development of noise maps on a 5-year 
basis or in case of implementation of development projects with the 
influence on intensity of aircraft movements



National regulations for noise management

• Noise maps under the requirements of 
Noise Protection Zones

• One airport having more than 50,000 
movements/year – Borispol International 
Airport

• Noise indicators: LAeqD, LAmaxD,
LAeqN, LAmaxN

• Time intervals: day (07:00-23:00),
night (23:00-07:00)

• Noise levels are regulated with respect to 
restrictions for constructions around civil 
airports

Kiev – Zhuliany – city airport



General
• The major airport in Ukraine
• Civil operations
• Aerodrome category – 4E 
• Total number of aircraft movements – 110660    (2019)
• Total number of passengers – 15 260 280
• Operational hours – 24h

Infrastructure
• 2 runways (18L-36L – 4000x60 m, 18R-6R – 3500x63m)
• 4 aprons
• 2 Passenger terminals in operation (5 in total)
• Passenger terminal capacity – 3000 passengers/hour

Annual passenger traffic, thousands of passengers                 Number of aircraft movements
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Airport environmental challenges
Borispol International Airport – Noise protection Zones
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General
• Third major airport in Ukraine
• Mixed operations (military and civil)
• Aerodrome category – 4C 
• Total number of aircraft movements – 15979    (2019)
• Total number of passengers – 434000
• Operational hours – 24h

Infrastructure
• 1 runway (16-34) – 2800x56 m
• 1 apron
• Passenger terminal area – 26000 m2
• Passenger terminal capacity – 1000 passengers/hour

Annual passenger traffic, thousands of passengers Number of aircraft movements
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Airport environmental challenges
Odessa International Airport – Noise protection zones



General 
• One of the five major airports in Ukraine
• Civil operations
• Aerodrome category – 4C 
• Total number of aircraft movements – 3260 (2019)
• Total number of passengers – 434000 (2019)
• Operational hours – 24h

Infrastructure
• 1 runway (02-20) – 2500x42 m
• 2 aprons (Large, Motor Sich, Constanta)
• 3 helipads
• Passenger terminal area – 12500 m2
• Passenger terminal capacity – 400 passengers/hour
Annual passenger traffic, thousands of passengers
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Noise contours LAmax dBA: left – for daytime 7:00-23:00;
right – for nighttime 23:00-7:00

Noise contours LAeq, dBA: left – for daytime 7:00-23:00;
right – for nighttime 23:00-7:00

Airport environmental challenges
Zaporizhzhia International Airport – Noise protection zones



Conclusions
§ Implementation of ICAO Balanced Approach to aircraft noise 
management 
§Airport noise management considers noise zoning approach
§ Harmonisation with EU legislative framework - need
§ Noise monitoring systems – under debates
§ More initiatives on carbon footprint and local air quality 
assessment are needed
§ The airports need to consider aspects of climate change 
impact: carbon emissions reduction as part of national 
legislation
§ Further in-depth research on airports environmental 
challenges  and knowledge transfer from EU-airports is 
required



Thank you for attention! 

ekon@nau.edu.ua



Webinar: AIRPORT ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGES: from Noise to Emissions 

Edita Bilaver Galinec, dipl.oec
(external advisor for EU funds - Zadar Airport Ltd.)

Asst. Prof. Igor Štimac, PhD, IAP, AvMP
(ANIMA IBAEC member - Zagreb Airport Ltd.)



Introduction

• Presentation of two Croatia airports

Main Airport
in Croatia

Costal & Touristic 
Airport



General 

• Major airport in Croatia

• Mixed operations (civil and military)

• Aerodrome category: 4E (CAT IIIB)

• Opening hours: H24

• Aircraft movements per year: 45.061 (2019)

• Aircraft type structure (2018): B=1,7%, C=95,8%, D=0,4%, E=2,1% (all ICAO Noise Chapter 3&4)

Infrastructure

• 1 runway (04-22) – 3.252 m

• 3 aprons (West, East, GA)

• Passenger terminal area: 65.000 m2  with 8 PBB

• Passenger terminal capacity 5M pax

• Landside parking lots: over 1.000

Zagreb International Airport – technical information



Zagreb International Airport – visualisation



Zagreb International Airport – connection with the City of Zagreb

Future plans



Zagreb International Airport Traffic statistics



A policy commitment to emissions reduction:
• This document obliges Zagreb International Airport to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and energy consumption.

Airport Carbon Accreditation program:
• Airport has currently ACA Level 2 (reduction)

• All conditions are fulfilled to upgrade airport ACA status to Level 3 (Optimisation)

Emission reduction:
• From 2015 till 2019, CO2 emissions are reduced by 26% (from 6.609 t CO2 to 4.868 t CO2).

Ground Service Equipment:
• Part of GSE using electrical energy as power.

Implementation of ISO 14001:2015 Environmental management systems

Construction of New Passenger Terminal:
• Passenger Terminal have LEED® Silver certification.

Current Environmental achievement



Electricity consumption reduction:
• lighting replacement from halogen to LED, installation of RWY guard lights, reconstruction of LV switchgear in TS-2,

replacement of approach lights 23, reconstruction of flashers, replacement of RWY edge lights.

Gas and oil consumption reduction:
• reconstruction of old boiler room and heat substations, replacement of old chillers, replacement of old hot water

pipelines with pre insulated pipes, water consumption reduction through investment in pipeline/valves replacement
and better consumption control through investments in additional water metres, investing in existing facilities
improving building physics (doors, windows, façade insulation).

Renewable energy:
• hot water production using sun collectors.

Control of electricity, water, gas, oil consumption:
• improvement of HVAC management through management and control of BMS system.

Implementation of the lifecycle plan:
• replacement of old equipment (winter service equipment, buses, firefighting vehicles).

Training:
• employee/stakeholders education and informing (through presentations/leaflets) in order to highlight importance of

energy efficiency.

Current Environmental achievement



Zagreb Airport – Noise Monitoring Equipment

• Equipment: Brüel & Kjær 4 NMT located parallel with the runway centre line

• Software: INM & ENM, NoiseDesk

• Results (2006 – 2018): NMT 1&2 (Lden 60 – 69 dB), NMT 3&4 (Lden below 65 dB)

• The Zagreb Airport developed Noise Reduction Action Plan based on ICAO Balanced Approach

Current Environmental achievement



Zadar Airport – technical information

General 

• Airport with high seasonality

• Mixed operations (civil and military)

• Aerodrome category: 4D

• Opening hours: 06.00 - 22.00 every day, 24 hours on request

• Aircraft movements per year: 11.046 (2019)

• Aircraft type structure (2019): A=23,5%, B=10,4%, C=64,9%, D=0,05%, (all ICAO Noise Chapter 3&4)

Infrastructure

• 2 runways (RWY I. 2.500m, RWY II: 2.000 m)

• 2 aprons (commercial and GA)

• Moderate passenger terminal 

• New VIP/CIP terminal 

• Modern Ground Service Equipment



Zadar Airport – visualisation



Zadar Airport – connection with the City of Zadar



Zadar International Airport Traffic statistics



A policy commitment to emissions reduction:
• This document obliges Zadar Airport to reduce greenhouse gas emissions and energy consumption.

Airport Carbon Accreditation program:
• Airport has currently ACA Level 1 (Mapping)

• All conditions are fulfilled to upgrade airport ACA status to Level 2 (Reduction)

Implementation of ISO 14001:2015 Environmental management systems in course

Current Environmental achievement



Planned construction of New Passenger Terminal named “Latin sail”:
• Passenger Terminal will have the highest energy efficiency level A+

• Primary energy sources will be groundwater from wells and electricity from a solar power plant 
(combined with wind turbines)

• All technical systems used for heating, cooling, hot water preparation, as well as ventilation and air 
conditioning are designed and implemented as combined hybrid systems with heat pumps that use 
energy from natural sources.

Future plans – New Terminal



HOW ZAGREB AND ZADAR AIRPORTS CAN BE TRANSFORMED INTO multimodal HUBS
FOR SUSTAINABLE AND SMART MOBILITY?

Good starting points for both airports:
• linked and integrated with cities Zagreb and Zadar and well connected with hinterlands

• inter-connection points with transport network linked to roads, railway and for Zadar area to their maritime port

• developed as logistic hubs and commercial sites

• clear strategic vision for decarbonization goals and smart and green airport

Priorities for investments/innovation:
• working on renewable energy solutions around both airports

• applying traffic optimization mechanism for multimodal access (city-airport-port)

• wider use of use of electrical power supply station (for aircrafts and landside area, for city-port connection)

• development of best practice guideline for airport optimisation and its sustainability

• green built environment, green procurement processes, optimization of energy usage and efficiency

Conclusion



AIRPORT ENVIRONMENTAL CHALLENGES: from Noise to Emissions 

Edita Bilaver Galinec, dipl.oec

(external advisor for EU funds - Zadar Airport Ltd.)
e.galinec@bilaver-consulting.eu

Asst. Prof. Igor Štimac, PhD, IAP, AvMP

(ANIMA IBAEC member - Zagreb Airport Ltd.)
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Mobility and
Transport

Horizon 2020
Green Deal Call

September 2020

Jorge Grazina, Magnus Gislev
Directorate General for Mobility and Transport



Mobility and
Transport

Green airports and ports as multimodal hubs for sustainable 
and smart mobility

Proposed activities

• Large-scale, real-life high TRL (6 or above) demonstrations of green airports, of 
different sizes, across Europe

• Pilot/demo plants of zero-emission energy production and supply at airports 
(electricity, green hydrogen, sustainable alternative fuels)

• Supply systems, storage, distribution and power/re-charging/alternative re-
fuelling infrastructure for aircrafts and other vehicles / purposes

• Integration with green and smart operations and logistics, innovative 
construction, infrastructures, effective and green land use

• Smart tools for optimisation of passenger/freight traffic flows into/out of 
airports, from/to the city and for inter-modal connections/modal shifts

• Non-technological framework conditions, new multi-actor governance and 
investment analyses

Note: The prevailing text for Green Deal Call Topic LC-GD-5-1-2020 is contained in the Horizon 2020 
Work Programme 2018-2020, as adopted by European Commission Decision in September 2020.



Mobility and
Transport

Green airports and ports as multimodal hubs for sustainable 
and smart mobility

Targeted impacts:

• Accelerated deployment of sustainable alternative fuels (e.g. biofuels, green 
hydrogen) and electromobility for aviation and other transport modes

• Clean energy / fuel production, distribution and supply (e.g. green hydrogen, 
electricity, biofuels), with re-fuelling and re-charging capabilities for multiple 
vehicles/purposes

• Zero-emission airport operations and improved air quality by 2030

• Reduced emissions in aviation, multimodal mobility for passengers/freight

• Energy-efficient and smart operations and buildings, logistics, inter-modal 
connections and modal shifts

• Reduced emissions for cities, urban mobility, better city integration for airports

Note: The prevailing text for Green Deal Call Topic LC-GD-5-1-2020 is contained in the Horizon 2020 
Work Programme 2018-2020, as adopted by European Commission Decision in September 2020.



Mobility and
Transport

Green airports and ports as multimodal hubs for sustainable 
and smart mobility

Call topic modalities

Action type

Project duration

Consortia

Call deadline

Evaluation

Budget

Call model

Innovation Action (IA)

4-5 years

Including 1 leading “Lighthouse” and max. 3 “Fellow” airports

Potential funding for at least 2 proposals under area A) Green Airports

EUR 100 million overall – EUR 15-25 million per proposal

Single-stage

26 January 2021
Note: The prevailing text for Green Deal Call Topic LC-GD-5-1-2020 is contained in the Horizon 2020 
Work Programme 2018-2020, as adopted by European Commission Decision in September 2020.



Mobility and
Transport

Thank you 
for your attention



Live Q&A
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